
HLRmon: a web portal for DGAS

 A Grid infrastructure using the DGAS accounting 
system can benefit from the HLRmon Web portal 
package, that can be installed on top of a DGAS in-
frastructure, to examine resource usage reports gen-
erated for various existing categories of Grid people 
(such as Grid managers, site administrators, VO man-
agers and users).
 At registration time, the user claims his Grid roles, 
that need to be approved by the HLRmon adminis-
trator. 
Authenticated through his personal certificate, the 
user is authorized to access only information re-
stricted to the roles granted to the him/her. 
Consequently access to sensitive information is re-
stricted to a limited set of authorized people only. 
 HLRmon daily retrieves aggregated information 
(in a per day, site, VO name, Certification Authority 
and VOMS role basis) from the HLRs and stores them 
into a local persistent RDBMS. 
HLRmon provides a large set of charts and statistical
reports about aggregated accounting data; it can also provide de-
tailed data about users activity by directly querying the HLR serv-
ers.
 HLRmon is very flexible since users can customize the scope of 
the reports by choosing sites, VOs and time periods they are inter-
ested in.
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Distributed Grid Accounting System
The Distributed Grid Accounting System (DGAS) aims to be a full featured distributed 

Grid accounting toolkit. It is conceived and designed to be completely grid oriented, 
thus it is fully distributed without needing a central repository of accounting informa-
tion. 

It instead relies upon a network of independent accounting servers used to keep the 
accounting records. It allows a hierarchical infrastructure for the servers, suitable for re-
gional grids or Virtual Organizations accounting.

DGAS can be used to account classic Computational Usage Records like CPU Time, 
memory usage, storage occupation and so on. It can also be used as an Economic Ac-
counting system, managing information about the cost of the jobs executed by each 
Grid User on the Grid Resources. This feature can be exploited for example by a Grid Ser-
vice Provider willing to charge its users for the provided service.

The main components of DGAS architecture are sensors and databases (the Home Lo-
cation Registers - HLR).

The sensors are installed on Computing and Storage Element nodes (CE and SE); they 
collect information about the resource usage and send them as Usage Records to a Site 
HLR where they are archived in a relational database. It is then possible to forward copies 
of these records from the Site HLR to a hierarchy of the so-called Second Level HLRs (2L 
HLRs). They can be general purpose or VO-specific, according to configuration. General 
purpose 2L HLRs get a copy of all the records from the Site HLRs while VO-specific ones get 
records for a specific Virtual Organization only. In addition the italian top level general purpose 2L HLR sends accounting data to the EGEE Grid Operation Center database, 
so they can be retrieved through the CESGA Accounting Portal together with the other regions' accounting data. At a national level DGAS provides a web interface to the ac-

counting information known as HLRmon, which provides graphical and text reports.

 DGAS in INFN-GRID
INFN-GRID, the grid infrastructure of the Italian Institute for Nuclear Phisics, has ad-

opted a two-layer deployment model: the Italian Grid infrastructure sites send account-
ing data to a Site HLR. A copy of the Usage Records is then fowarded the national top 
level 2L HLR where these can be accessed through the HLRmon web portal. This model 
will also be used by IGI, the Italian National Grid Initiative (NGI). Aggregates of the Usage 
Records are periodically sent to the EGEE Grid operation Center.

Deployment schemes
Many other deployments are possible. It is possible to have 2LHLR deployed in a re-

dundant structure, so that a failure on a node does not compromise the infrustructure 
functionality.

The NGIs may also forward a copy of the Usage Records to additional 2L HLRs man-
aged by a VO collaboration which can access accounting information in its scope; this 
can be useful for many purposes, e. g. for periodical reports to the funding agencies or for 

planning purposes.
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